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Executive Summary
Scottish Hydro Electric Transmission Plc (SHET) have developed a High Voltage Direct Current (HVDC)
electricity transmission link between Caithness (Noss Head) and Moray (Portgordon), collectively
known as the Caithness HVDC Reinforcement (C‐M) project. NKT commissioned the cable which was
laid in late summer 2017.
In early 2018, information became available that suggested there was a fault in the (offshore)
installed cable. The location was identified as being at KP 13.158 (approximately 13 km from Port
Gordon landfall). A cable repair and associated activities were undertaken by NKT in early 2018.
Further to these works it is now understood that a new Marine Licence for a series of additional
works associated with identified areas of cable faults and required cable remediation is needed.
Additional works required will include the following:






Cable remediation and backfill at KP1.6‐3.6, including rock placement if required;
Installation of 2 x new lengths of DC cables & 1 x FO of cable between KP11‐16 and
potentially KP83‐86 (dependent on cable inspection results);
Cable de‐burial and inspection at KP 83‐86;
Burial of newly installed cable, use of rock placement if required; and
Removal of old cables at KP11‐16 and KP83‐86 (dependent on cable inspection results).

MarineSpace Ltd (MarineSpace) has been commissioned by NKT to prepare an environmental
appraisal (this report) that will consider and assess the potential environmental effect of these
additional works. Therefore, this report represents the environmental appraisal of proposed cable
remediation and replacement works on the Caithness‐Moray HVDC subsea cable. The same
methodology used for assessing environmental impacts in the original EIA as well as a previous
environment appraisal prepared by MarineSpace in respect of additional rock protection and cable
repair works along the cable route, were used within this report to ensure consistency.
The potential impact of the main cable installation was fully assessed within both the marine ES
produced for the project and the Shetland HVDC Connection Marine Environmental Appraisal (SHET,
2009). The proposed works assessed here, namely a discrete cable remediation event, cable de‐
burial and inspection, two potential areas of cable installation and cable removal along with cable
protection, are similar in nature to the main installation works, and variations of, already assessed
(and consented), albeit much more limited in terms of spatial extent, magnitude and duration.
Other, additional potential impacts were also assessed, including but not limited to impacts on
shipping and navigation due to reduced water depths in areas of rock placement, disturbance to
navigation during cable installation and compass deviation due to shallow buried cables, impacts on
commercial fisheries via increased vessel activity, impacts on marine non‐native species and impacts
on sites of nature conservation importance.
In summary, the majority of impacts predicted via increased rock placement were judged to result in
no more than minor impacts. The only exception to this was a moderate residual impact predicted to
marine mammals from disturbance via underwater noise but this would be reduced to minor if
relevant mitigation measures were implemented.
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The detailed MPA assessment undertaken for previous works of this nature identified associated
pressures and footprints and screened the potential exposure of these footprints with MPAs in the
vicinity of the cable repair works and their designated features within the study area;
•

Annex I and MPA designated benthic habitats;

•

Annex II marine mammals and migratory fish species designated within SACs;

•

Annex I bird species classified within SPAs; and

•

Where appropriate, Ramsar sites.

Where likely significant effects / risks could not be screened out, detailed assessment and
determinations of any adverse effects / risk (or where no adverse effect / risk cannot be determined)
is presented. Overall, no adverse effects on the integrity of any of the MPAs was determined.
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1.3.

Objective of this report

This report has been prepared by MarineSpace Ltd, on behalf of NKT, in order to support the end
client (SHET) in discussions with Marine Scotland. The report focuses on the potential environmental
impacts that may arise via this series of works which are additional to the works assessed via the
original EIA for the project (SHET, 2009).

1.4.

Domestic Nature Conservation Marine Protected Areas

The Marine and Coastal Access Act 2009 and the Marine (Scotland) Act 2010 require Marine
Scotland, to exercise its duties and commitments to designate an ecologically coherent network of
Marine Protected Areas (MPAs). In designating the domestic Nature Conservation MPA (NCMPA)
network, Marine Scotland has to have regard to a number of issues set out in the legislation,
including the extent to which such designations would contribute to a UK network.
NCMPAs have been identified for a range of marine flora and fauna that are either considered to be
rare, representative, and / or threatened and declining within Scottish territorial waters. Since 2013
30 NCMPAs have been designated.
The rationale for the assessment process of NCMPAs follows the principles of the Habitats
Regulation Appraisal (HRA) process related to the published or draft conservation objectives and
designated features of any NCMPA screened for likely significant risks (effects); in relation to the
pressures associated with these additional works.

1.5. European Protected Species licence and basking shark licence
Under the Habitats Regulations and the Offshore Habitats Regulations certain activities which would
normally constitute an offence against Annex IV European Protected Species (EPS) can be carried out
legally under a licence. In addition, under the Wildlife and Countryside Act (as amended), activities
which would normally disturb basking shark Cetorhinus maximus and therefore constitute an
offence are legally permitted under a licence. These licenses are granted by Scottish National
Heritage (SNH) or the Scottish Ministers depending on the reason for the licence application. A
previous EPS licence already existed for the CMS project which was due to expire at the end of 2017.
A new EPS consent application was, therefore, submitted in late 2017 along with a basking shark
consent application.
Both licences were granted by the Scottish Ministers through Marine Scotland in March 2018 for
geophysical survey works, the use of subsurface positional equipment, and cable laying activities.
The EPS licence reference is MS EPS 01 2018 1, and the basking shark licence reference
MS BS 02 2018 0.
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Figure 1.1: Location of the Caithness‐Moray HVDC Link and proposed work areas (NKT, 2018)
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2. Proposed Works
2.1.

KP1.6-3.6: Depth of lowering survey and cable remediation (if

required)
A post trenching Depth of Lowering (DoL) survey is required on the section of the route between
KP1.6 (Portgordon HDD exits) and KP3.6 approximately. In this section the cables have previously
been trenched by MFE. The survey will be undertaken via one of two methods:




2.2.

Option A ‐ Cable Tracker Survey: Data from an industry standard cable tracker and
multibeam echosounder (MBES) will be compared to determine the cable depth of burial
relative to Mean Seabed Level (MSBL). The survey will be conducted from a shallow draft
Dynamic Positioning (DP) vessel, with the cable tracker and multibeam sensors mounted on
a Remote Operated Vehicle (ROV). The survey will require one or two passes over the cable
route;
Option B – Diver Survey: A 5‐man dive team will track the cable and measure depth below
seabed as found using an RDS8000 or similar cable tracker with diver held subsea antenna
and umbilical. The cable position will be measured at approximately 10 m intervals along
the cable. Depth of cover over the cable will be measured by placing the antenna in the base
of the part backfilled trench and again recording the depth of cover on the topside unit.

KP1.6-3.6: Potential backfill and/or rock placement

Should the DoL survey indicate that further burial work is required between KP1.6‐3.6, the work will
be performed via one of the two following methods:




Option A: Subsea Standalone Dredge: A fixed pump unit deployed in a safe distance from
subsea assets and landed on the seabed. Hoses are connected to the Dredge in one end and
to an ROV operated nozzle in the other end. The hose is typically 10‐12 inch, however the
largest hose utilized may be up to 16inch. The Dredge is powered from a Hydraulic Power
Unit (HPU) placed on the vessel back deck via an umbilical that is deployed along with the
Dredge. The hoses are typically deployed separately and connected subsea by the ROV. The
ROV then grabs the nozzle and moves into position. The Dredge is powered up and the ROV
operates and monitor the excavation. The dredged soil exits from the exhaust pipe on the
subsea dredger unit, spreading out over the seabed. Residual berms will consist of rock
where there is rock in trench and unconsolidated soil from the spoil plume and can be
minimized by iteratively relocating the dredger by vessel crane as required. The spread of
the plume is dependent on sea current and soil condition;
Option B: Subsea Excavation Vehicle: The Subsea Excavator is a crawling excavation unit
equipped with pump and typically a 10‐12‐inch hose attached to its hydraulic arm. The unit
is deployed by the vessel crane and landed on the seabed in a safe distance from the subsea
asset. The Excavator is equipped with caterpillars to allow moving along the seabed while DP
vessel follow along. Main weather critical steps are deployment and recovery. The Excavator
pump can reverse flow if required, working as either a suction‐ or blow unit. In suction
mode, the dredged soil exits through the exhaust pipe. The soil spreads out as the unit
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moves. However, there are also exhaust hoses and cribs available that can be used to
dispose soil at chosen locations.
Upon completion of remedial works between KP1.6 and 3.6, a further post‐burial survey will be
carried out in order to assess whether the cable is at the correct position and required DoL. If this is
still insufficient, then protection of sections of the cable via further rock protection may be required
– see Section 2.7.1. The method of installing this will be as per detailed in previous method
statements and environmental assessments submitted by NKT. See summary below:
1. Fall‐pipe set‐up: done away from existing cable to avoid risk of damage to the asset;
2. On‐site preparation: series of positional, equipment and survey checks done on‐site as well
as launching of the fall‐pipe;
3. Pre‐rock placement survey: undertaken using a ROV as a stable platform;
4. Rock placement operations: will follow a carefully developed task plan which will be based
on the results of the pre‐rock placement survey data. This plan will function as a guideline
for all personnel involved in the rock placement operations. Excavators in the bunkers will
start loading the rock onto longitudinal conveyor belts located along the starboard side of
the vessel. These two conveyor belts feed a central “buffer” hopper located adjacent to the
Stone Dumping Unit (SDU) on the same side of the vessel. A feeder, underneath the central
“buffer” hopper, controls the rate at which material is fed into the fall pipe by a central
conveyor belt. The rock is guided to its destination by the fall pipe.
During rock placement operations, outputs from the vessel mounted MBES and the vessel
navigation screen will provide sufficient information to the ROV pilot to enable it to compare
the actual rock berm deployed with the theoretical design in a continuous way; and
5. Post‐Rock Placement Survey: After execution of the rock placement operations, a post‐
survey will be executed and will be compared to the pre‐ and eventual intermediate surveys
to establish the fulfilment of the specifications (and the consented parameters / locations).
During all the works, an advisory exclusion zone of 50 m around the export cable and 500 m around
all vessels involved in the works will be notified via Notice to Mariners (NtM).

2.3.

KP11-16 and KP83-86: Cable excavations and inspections

Previous High Voltage (HV) testing has identified a fault within the negative DC cable that required
investigation & repair of the subsea cable. Assessment of the backfill operations identified the
possibility that the SCAR backfill plough had contacted the cables during its operation and several
high‐risk areas were identified between KP11‐16 and KP83‐86.
Excavation of the cable and subsequent inspections are planned for these two areas using the two
methods outlined above (subsea standalone dredge / subsea excavation vehicle). Exact locations for
excavation and inspection are still under discussion so for the purposes of this assessment worst‐
case parameters have been used of 7.5 km of excavation and inspection between KP11‐16
(additional length here due to need to excavate the existing Omega bight in this location) and 3 km
between KP83‐86. Upon completion of the inspection, a MBES survey will take place to record the
as‐left status of the area. This will also be the final input for the rock design or other backfill method
in this area.
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2.4.

KP11-16: New cable installation

It is intended to replace a section of cable between approximately KP11‐16 which has been damaged
previously during backfill ploughing. The replacement cable will be laid parallel to the already
installed cable at an offset of approximately 20m (within the existing consent corridor). As this
proposed alignment for the new length of cable is on the edge of the existing magnetometer survey
coverage, an additional survey will be performed to ensure that the route is clear of UXO or other
hazards. The survey will be performed using a survey vessel with towed or ROV mounted
magnetometer.
2.4.1.

Cable deburial

Deburial of the existing cable in this area will be performed by a vessel equipped with a MFE or with
a subsea dredge similar to that described above. The deburial vessel will uncover the cable at each
end (KP11 and 16) of the existing plough backfilled section for sufficient distance to enable recovery.
It is expected that deburial will require only the removal of natural sediment backfill over a distance
of approximately 150‐200m at each end of this section of cable. Once the cable is exposed, the
cable will be cut and sealed for subsequent jointing to the replacement section. The cut and seal
could be done either by the deburial vessel or subsequently by the Cable Lay Vessel (CLV).
2.4.2.

Cable recovery and lay procedure

Recovery of the cable ends, jointing and cable lay will be performed by NKT Victoria using her
standard operating procedures. The sequence of work will be as follows:


Cut of the cable bundle on seabed using the ROV, recovery to the vessel with the aid of ROV,
and sealing of the cable ends. Cut and seal will be done at each end of the replacement section
in turn (alternatively this work might be done by the deburial vessel);



Recovery of the cable bundle at the initiation end, and inline jointing on all 3 cables of the
bundle to the replacement cable section onboard the CLV;



Laying of the replacement cable section as a bundle (20m offset from existing, damaged
cable);



At the completion end, lay down the replacement cable in an ‘Omega’ configuration for
jointing;



Recovery of the previously cut cable bundle at the completion end, and jointing of the cable
bundle onboard the CLV; and



Laydown of the jointed cable bundle at the completion end in an ‘Omega’ configuration. The
Omega is expected to occupy an area of seabed approximately 350m x 30m.
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2.4.3.

Reburial of new length of cable

It is planned that the replacement cable section
be buried by post lay jet trenching (such as the
T1200 jet‐trencher) with a minimum target cover
depth of 0.6 m. This jet trenching will be
required over the entire length of the new cable
and omega bight (7.5 km). Exact rates of re‐
burial will vary depending on ground conditions
and the final tool used, with a range of 100‐
250 m per hour. For the impact assessment, a 3
m wide footprint of impact via temporary
seabed disturbance has been assumed.
Figure 2.1: T1200 jet‐trencher
The primary backfill method for the jet trenched cable will be natural backfill. However, depending
on the achieved DoL, rock placement may be required.

2.5.

KP83-86: New cable installation

Subject to the results of the excavation and inspection works in this area (see Section 2.3), a new
length of cable may also need to be installed between KP83‐86. It is planned to inspect sections of
this cable using the methodology described in in Section 4. The method of replacement will be the
same as described for KP11‐16 (above), with the exception that there will be no prior repair to
recover any cable joint, as at KP11‐16. Reburial will again be undertaken primarily via a jet‐trencher
with further rock deployment if burial is not achieved. As per the installation of new cable at KP11‐
16, a new cable joint and omega bight will need to be installed, with the same dimensions of seabed
affected.

2.6.

Scrap cable

On completion of the cable replacement works at KP11‐16 and KP83‐86, the previously performed
cable repair section (approximately KP13), which has not been trenched, will be recovered. The
Cable Lay Vessel (CLV) with the aid of ROV will cut in to the damaged cable close to the point where
it re‐joins the trenched cable at each end of the repair section. The repair section complete with
associated inline and Omega joints (KP13‐16 only) will be recovered to the CLV using her cable
winches and crane. The recovered cable will be taken to shore and scrapped / recycled in
accordance with environmental requirements. It is presently envisaged that the section of damaged
cable which has been trenched and backfilled will be left in situ beneath the seabed. Optionally the
trenched section may also be recovered by ‘peeling’ out from the seabed using the CLV equipment.
If this latter process is required, there will be limited sediment mobilisation via jetting as the cable
will be peeled out mechanically.
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3. Planning and Policies
3.1. Introduction
This section of the EA provides a brief overview of key planning and policy issues related to the
proposed cable replacement and remediation works (and potential cable protection). It is intended
to place the works in the wider context of national plans and polices as well as providing comment
on how the proposed works comply with relevant policies in the Scottish Marine Plan and also key
directives including the Water Framework Directive.

3.2. Scottish Marine Plan
The Scottish Government adopted its National Marine Plan in early 2015 (Scottish Government,
2015b). The Plan has been prepared in accordance with, and gives consideration to, the
EU Directive 2014/89/EU (establishing a framework for maritime spatial planning) which came into
force in July 2014. This EU Directive introduces a framework for maritime spatial planning and aims
to promote the sustainable development of marine areas and the sustainable use of marine
resources.
The purpose of the plan is to provide an overarching framework for marine activity in Scottish
waters, in an aim to enable the sustainable development and use of the marine area in a way that
protects and enhances the marine environment whilst promoting both existing and emerging
industries. This is underpinned by a set of core general policies which apply across all existing and
future development and use of the marine environment and sectoral specific policies.
In addition to the core general policies, sector‐specific policies are detailed which should be read as
subject to the General Policies. These policies have been derived by considering issues specific to a
sector which requires varying degrees of management to support economically productive activity;
manage interaction with other users; respect environmental limits; and to consider climate change.
These policies address issues relevant to a particular sector and need only be considered when there
will be a direct or indirect implication for that sector.
Sector‐specific policies for marine cables and fisheries are presented below as they are deemed to
be most relevant to the works being considered.
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3.3. Water Framework Directive
Directive 2000/60/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council establishing a framework for
the Community action in the field of water policy (Water Framework Directive (WFD)) is transposed
into Scottish legislation by the Water Environment and Water Services (Scotland) Act 2003, as
amended (WEWSSA). The purpose of this Act is to protect the water environment by preventing
deterioration; protecting and enhancing aquatic ecosystems; promoting sustainable water use;
reducing pollution and mitigating against floods and droughts. The main regulatory bodies are the
Scottish Ministers and the Scottish Environmental Protection Agency.
An assessment of the scope for cable replacement and remediation works activities to conflict with
the WFD is provided in later sections of this report.
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Fish populations are rich and varied within the Moray Firth. The following species are known to
spawn in the area: sandeel, Nephrops, Atlantic cod, whiting, sprat, Atlantic herring, lemon sole and
plaice. Five of these also use the inshore waters as nursery grounds (sandeel, sprat, Atlantic herring,
whiting and lemon sole). All these species are likely to occur in and around the area of proposed
works at certain times of year.
Marine Mammals

To date, a total of 14 cetacean species and two pinnipeds have been recorded within the Moray
Firth (Moray Offshore Windfarm (West) Limited, 2017), with four key species occurring all year
round – bottlenose dolphin, harbour porpoise, grey seal and harbour seal (Natural Power, 2017).
Two of these are European Protected Species (EPS) (bottlenose dolphin and harbour porpoise).
A fifth EPS occurs in late summer – minke whale – although spring and early summer sightings are
now being made more regularly. Other EPS including short‐beaked common dolphin, Risso’s dolphin,
white‐beaked dolphin, humpback whale, killer whale and long‐finned pilot whale occur in the Moray
Firth on a more occasional basis (Natural Power, 2017).
Harbour porpoise was the most commonly encountered species by Thompson et al. (2010), being
seen throughout inshore and offshore waters of the Moray Firth. Harbour porpoise is considered to
be in favourable condition in respect of range, population, habitat, prospects and overall status
(Scottish Government, 2011a). This is the species of cetacean most likely to be encountered by the
project during proposed cable works.
The Moray Firth is an area of the Scottish east coast where high concentrations of common seal
have been recorded. The majority of seals are found within the inner Moray Firth. The Moray Firth
Special Area of Conservation (SAC) and Dornoch Firth and Morrich More SAC, are designated for a
range of features including the presence of bottlenose dolphin and common seal. There are a
number of small haul‐outs along the coast and common seal have been recorded at Seal Skerry, near
to the landfall.
The Moray Firth does not contain any of the main breeding colonies.
Marine Ornithology

Auks (guillemot, razorbill, and puffin), kittiwake and fulmar are known to forage widely in the Moray
Firth, especially over Smith Bank. Gannet can range widely throughout the Moray Firth and beyond
and for this reason is also considered in this assessment. The nearest gannet colonies are at Troup
Head on the southern coast of the Moray Firth but gannet can forage at distances of hundreds of
kilometres from breeding sites.
The black guillemot unlike the other auks present in the region, does not nest colonially or on cliffs,
tending to favour low rocky shores often on islets. It is generally observed in ones or twos in
nearshore waters. Its distribution includes the Caithness coast and Orkney.
During baseline surveys to inform the original EIA process, the following results were obtained:
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are currently working the Moray Firth north coast, although not all of these are likely to be full‐time
fishermen.
Approximately 30‐40 trawlers work the outer Moray Firth, most of which are greater than 15 m
length. These boats are targeting demersal fish during the summer and autumn months, including
haddock, whiting, monkfish and cod. Nephrops is also trawled all year round and king scallops also
support several vessels. In summer, small trawlers work in pairs. Summer and autumn also bring
abundant herring for the pelagic trawlers. Seine netting is not common but is carried out around the
Beatrice field in summer months.
Shipping and Navigation

Anatec Ltd was commissioned to produce a Shipping Traffic Survey and Collision Risk Assessment for
the original EIA (SSE, 2011). This study identified six shipping routes transited by an estimated 828
ships per year within 10 nm of the cable route. This corresponds to an average of two to three
vessels per day.
Typical commercial marine traffic in this region includes oil tankers transiting between the Gullfaks
Oil Terminal and the Moray Firth and merchant vessels heading between the Pentland Firth and the
northeast coast of Scotland (passing off Rattray Head). This includes regular offshore support vessel
traffic between Aberdeen and the Foinaven Oil Field, west of Shetland.
There are also vessels undertaking survey and other support work for oilfield and renewable energy
projects operating in or planned for the area. This low intensity vessel traffic includes the servicing of
the Beatrice oilfield and demonstration wind turbines, seismic surveys for prospective oilfields and
consenting and / or construction traffic for the Beatrice Offshore Windfarm Ltd (BOWL) and Moray
Offshore Renewables Limited (MORL) offshore wind farm projects.
Another type of commercial shipping activity relates to fishing vessels which travel between the
various fishing grounds and their home ports as well as between the ports in the Moray Firth and
more distant fishing grounds outside the area. They are distributed more widely than merchant
vessels but again at lower density. The main fishing ports are on the south coast of the Moray Firth
at Fraserburgh, Banff and Buckie. The closest harbour to the proposed cable route is Staxigoe, a
small village 2.5 km north of Wick and about 1.4 km from the cable emergence points.
The principal commercial and general ports in the region are Inverness and Cromarty Firth
(Invergordon).
Archaeology

According to the ES (SSE, 2011) there are no areas, sites or wrecks protected, designated or
controlled under the Ancient Monuments and Archaeological Areas Act 1979, the Protection of
Wrecks Act 1973, the Protection of Military Remains Act 1986 or the Marine (Scotland) Act 2010
within 250 m of the proposed offshore cable route. During surveys completed to inform the EIA
some ship wrecks were identified near the corridor along the subsea cable route, however, no
known wrecks lie within it. Two highly sensitive military aircraft are known to have crashed in the
area but have not been located to date, and other losses have been reported in the general region.
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Other Marine Users

The hub and part of the adjoining cable route lie within area D809(S), which is used by the Royal Air
Force (RAF), the nearest RAF base is RAF Lossiemouth. The following offshore renewable energy
projects are located / proposed in the Moray Firth, the Pentland Firth and Orkney waters:







BOWL;
MORL (Moray East and Moray West);
Shetland‐Moray Firth HVDC cable link;
Tidal energy developments in the Pentland Firth and Orkney waters strategic area, including:
o Duncansby Head;
o South Ronaldsay;
o Inner Sound;
o Cantick Head;
o Westray Firth; and
Wave energy developments in the Pentland Firth and Orkney waters strategic area.

No existing cables or pipelines intersect the cable corridor.
Water Framework Directive

Under the Water Environment and Water Services (Scotland) Act 2003, SEPA is responsible for
producing and implementing River Basin Management Plans (RBMPs). River basins comprise all
surface waters (including transitional (estuaries) and coastal waters) extending to three nm seaward
from the Scottish territorial baseline. Any proposed development within these waters must have
regard to the requirements of the WFD to ensure that all surface water bodies achieve ‘Good
Ecological Status (GES)’ and that there is no deterioration in status. Five classifications of water
quality status are defined: High (near natural), Good, Moderate, Poor and Bad; and each
classification is accorded a degree of confidence (high, medium or low) in the overall quality
assessment.
The most relevant RBMP areas to the first 3 nm of the Portgordon to 12 nm zone of the CMS cable
are the Portgordon to Findochty Water Body and the Lossiemouth to Portgordon Water Body. Based
on the most recent (2014) classifications, both these waterbodies are defined as “Good”. Both these
areas lie several nm inshore of the area of proposed works assessed via this appraisal.
4.4.2. Impact Assessment (Human Environment)

The impact assessment criteria used to assess impacts on human environment receptors in the
original EIA process (and this updated appraisal) is summarised below.
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Preparing and disseminating cable burial depth and cable awareness information to the
fishing industry;
Appointment of project specific FLO;
Use of Notice to Mariners and dissemination of information via the Kingfisher bulletin
service; and
Production and adherence to the CMS Fisheries Liaison and Mitigation Action Plan
(FLAMP) (SHET, 2016) – the FLMAP sets out the fisheries liaison and mitigation action
measures to be implemented on the CMS project. These procedures have been established
to ensure that the cable is planned, installed and operated as safely as possible in
accordance with the licence consent conditions for the project. The FLAMP has drawn on
the approach adopted in the FLMAP documents produced elsewhere in Scotland for similar
projects subject to similar licence requirements. The FLMAP was issued to the fishing
industry organisations as part of the formal consultation process that commenced in 2015.

4.4.2.2.

Temporary restrictions around cable works and potential compass

deviation

The following impacts on shipping and navigation have been assessed within this updated
assessment;



Potential impact on shipping and navigation via disturbance/restrictions during installation
phase and;
Potential impact on compasses due to presence of subsea cable at shallower depths than
previously assessed.

Disturbance/Restriction to Navigation during Installation Phase
With respect to the first impact, the change (increase) in the duration of this activity will not impact
upon the sensitivity of the receptor but does have the potential to change the magnitude of effect.
In terms of receptors, the CMS cable is located to the west of a main shipping lane. However, based
on the effect magnitude criteria in Table 4‐17Table 4‐16, as any disturbance to shipping will still only
be a “A temporary consideration/nuisance to shipping….in the area”, the magnitude of effect is
assessed as low, and the overall impact will remain as minor.
Impact on Compass Operation due to Shallow Buried Cables
The presence of subsea cabling has the potential to cause interference with magnetic compasses
used for navigation. This impact is only likely to affect small vessels relying on magnetic compasses
as a primary means of navigation in the absence of more sophisticated equipment on board. The
sensitivity of receptors to this potential effect is judged to be medium as areas of shallower burial
that will now require cable protection correspond to areas of the Moray Firth where important
fishing grounds occur and regionally important shipping routes exist.
The magnitude of effect however is judged to be very low as this potential effect is unlikely to occur
in reality due to the low electromagnetic emissions from the type of cable installed and also the fact
that whilst although not buried fully in the sediment, the rock protection being proposed will also
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Figure 4.1: Current plans and projects within the vicinity of the Caithness‐Moray HVDC Link
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In summary, the majority of impacts predicted via increased rock placement were judged to result in
no more than minor impacts. The only exception to this was a moderate residual impact predicted to
marine mammals from disturbance via underwater noise but this would be reduced to minor if
relevant mitigation measures were implemented.
The detailed MPA assessment undertaken for previous works of this nature identified associated
pressures and footprints and screened the potential exposure of these footprints with MPAs in the
vicinity of the cable repair works and their designated features within the study area;





Annex I and MPA designated benthic habitats;
Annex II marine mammals and migratory fish species designated within SACs;
Annex I bird species classified within SPAs; and
Where appropriate, Ramsar sites.

Where likely significant effects / risks could not be screened out, detailed assessment and
determinations of any adverse effects / risk (or where no adverse effect / risk cannot be determined)
is presented. Overall, no adverse effects on the integrity of any of the MPAs was determined.
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